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No. 1009W: Consists of a switch unit which provides switching for the 4 kHz sync signal and group pilot. 
Receives its input power from the -19 to - 29 volt office battery. 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Two operational 4 kHz generators and two pilot generators make up a carrier supply. Under normal operating conditions, relays 
on the switch unit select one or the other of each of these pairs and transmit the o\Jtputs to the pilot and 4 kHz distribu
tion unit. 

An automatic switching from a failed 4 kHz generator unit to a working unit will result upon failure of either unit. 
A MAN SW button which allows manual selection of either generator and a switch position indicator LED are mounted on the 

face plate. 
The output of the switch is monitored and a major alarm signal is generated . An LED on the face plate indicates a failure 

when both inputs fail or if one input fails and the switch fails to operate. 
Initial use: LMX-3 Carrier Supply. 

No. 1009Y: Consi st s of an atarmtinit which consolidates the alarm signals from the other active units within the LMX-3 carrier 
supply and provides major and minor alarm relay closures to the bay alarm panel. 

Minor alarm signal is generated if any one active unit fails. Should both units of a redundant pair fail, or if all group carriers 
fail, a major alarm is provided. 

A strap option is provided for enabling the alarm latching feature on either the alarm unit LED or on all of the other active 
unit s. Should the latching feature be enabled, and the alarm condition removed, the pushbutton switch on the face plate of 
the alarm unit releases all the latched LED s within the carrier supply, 

Receives power from - 19 to - 29 volt office battery . 
The relays are held in the normally energized state so that an alarm will be · generated if the power should fail. 
Initial use : LMX-3 Carrier Supply. 

No. 1009AA: Consists of a hybrid transformer splitting circuit for the group pilot and a normal-through jack for access to the 
4 kHz distribution multiple . 

The hybrid circuit receives it s input from the switch unit relay which selects one of the pilot frequency generator outputs. 
A normal -through jack (DIST IN) on the face plate is used to allow insertion of a pilot during a restoration patch. 
The splitting circuit provides three outputs to the pilot distribution panels . 
The 4 kHz distribution portion of thi s network consists of the 4 kHz MULT IN jack mounted on the face plate. The jack re

ceives its input from the switch unit relay and connect s the output to the 4 kHz multiple · within the carrier supply. 
The MULT IN jack provides access of a 4 kHz signal into the multiple during a restoration patch. 
Initial use: LMX-3 Carrier Supply. 
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